BeLUG Modular Tables

Our modular tables are build after the drawings I’ve found on the web site of the American LEGO© Club, MichLUG / MichLTC (http://www.michlug.org/). After converting all imperial measurements into metric values, did I the same with the text.

When browsing through the pictures, you’ll see different drawings of tables that are not from the original MichLUG drawings, but of our own. The original ‘Gusset Large & Gusset Small’ drawings are modified for multiple purpose, and make them usable as ‘drop table’ for heights of  Standard height –5, -10 & -15 bricks, and bolt a small table of 1x1 or 1x3 on it using 2 holes on one side. This is necessary to prevent the table of rotating around his axis when using a single bolt on one side.
We build following tables.

Table Size:
1 x 1
1 x 2
1 x 3
2 x 3
3 x 3
2 x 4

The ‘standard’ height of the table is 70 cm (700 mm). 
So with a table top of 8mm thick, results in a leg length of 700mm-8mm=692 mm.
Here are the different leg lengths we have.

Leg Length:
Height:
548 mm
-15 bricks
692 mm
Standard height
740 mm
+5 bricks
884 mm
+ 20 bricks

With al this different sizes of tables, needed we to create some new pieces to bolt those tables together.
Those are the new ones:
Dutch Name
English Name
Steun zijplaat
Support Side
Steun +15
Support +15 bricks
Steun +20
Support +20 bricks
Steun +35
Support +35 bricks
 
Those drawing exist of 2 variants of each other. The left picture is for use with the regular tables as there is : 2x3,3x3,2x4.
If you want to use the small tables (1x1 or 1x3) then you need to make the pieces according to the right picture (additional holes).

For more information, mail us at : contact@belug.be
 





